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Surecomp, a leading provider of global trade
solutions for banks and corporations, announced
today that IMEX, its high-volume back-office trade
finance solution, has been award the SWIFT
Certified Application - Trade Finance label for a 15th
consecutive year.
This year, to add further value to the globally recognized
SWIFT accreditation label, the certification program has been
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rebranded as SWIFT Certified Applications. This
strengthening of the unique and highly valued accreditation is
in line with SWIFT's aim of certifying selected third-party
applications to ensure that they meet well-defined
requirements around SWIFT standards, messaging and
connectivity.
"SWIFT standards are recognized globally as the benchmark
against which solutions are measured. To receive this
distinguished accreditation for a 15th consecutive year is a
remarkable milestone that speaks volumes to the
professionalism, dedication and in-depth knowledge of the
global Surecomp team," said Joel Koschitzky, Surecomp
Chairman. "I thank IMEX clients around the world for their
continued trust, support and partnership with Surecomp. We
will strive to ensure that IMEX and all Surecomp products
continue to offer the best return on investment possible
coupled with low total cost of ownership."
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to £80k base, £160k OTE + Stock Options
LONDON, UK
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